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Abstract: Many RNAs undergo large conformational changes in response to the binding of proteins and
small molecules. However, when RNA functional dynamics occur in the nanosecond-microsecond time
scale, they become invisible to traditional solution NMR relaxation methods. Residual dipolar coupling
methods have revealed the presence of extensive nanosecond-microsecond domain motions in HIV-1
TAR RNA, but this technique lacks information on the rates of motions. We have used solid-state deuterium
NMR to quantitatively describe trajectories of key residues in TAR by exploiting the sensitivity of this
technique to motions that occur in the nanosecond-microsecond regime. Deuterium line shape and
relaxation data were used to model motions of residues within the TAR binding interface. The resulting
motional models indicate two functionally essential bases within the single-stranded bulge sample both
the free and Tat-bound conformations on the microsecond time scale in the complete absence of the protein.
Thus, our results strongly support a conformational capture mechanism for recognition: the protein does
not induce a new RNA structure, but instead captures an already-populated conformation.

Introduction

Functional dynamics in HIV-1 TAR occur on a time scale
slower than ∼10 ns1,2 but faster than ∼100 µs.3,4 These motions
allow the RNA to adapt its structure to generate the conforma-
tion recognized by Tat and cyclin T1 proteins5-7 (Figure 1a),
a key regulatory checkpoint in the viral lifecycle. Dynamics
occurring on the nanosecond-microsecond time scale are
invisible to conventional solution-state NMR relaxation mea-
surements because they are masked by global rotational diffu-
sion.1 Additionally, such motions are too fast to be detected by
relaxation dispersion methods that are powerful in studies of
slower protein dynamics.8-13 Residual dipolar couplings (RDCs)

provide rich information on conformational dynamics in this
time scale,14 and their application to RNA has recently
demonstrated that the helical domains of TAR experience
extensive motions that connect the conformations of TAR
observed in the absence and presence of protein and small
molecule ligands.1,2 However, RDCs do not provide information
on rates; therefore, the time scale of motion can only be broadly
and indirectly inferred by a process of elimination when faster
(subnanosecond) and slower (millisecond) motions are not
observed.1,2,14

Unlike these solution-state methods, solid-state deuterium
NMR is very sensitive to motions within the intermediate
(nanosecond-microsecond) time scale.15 By studying samples
in a highly hydrated solid-state gel that preserves the confor-
mational dynamics, but avoids line shape sharpening by
molecular tumbling, information on anisotropic motions is
retained. In addition, solid-state relaxation measurements provide
information on the rates or time scales of motions faster than
those that affect the line shapes. Thus, the combined measure-
ment of quadrupole echo line shape, Zeeman spin-lattice
relaxation (T1Z), and quadrupolar order relaxation (T1Q) allows
the quantitative characterization of atomic motions occurring
at rates between 104 and 1010 s-1.16,17
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In this work, we apply solid-state NMR measurements to
obtain motional rates and amplitudes in the intermediate
nanosecond-microsecond regime typically inaccessible to solu-
tion NMR. Using this approach, we find that the extrahelical
residues, U23 and U25, experience significant conformational
exchange over the nanosecond-microsecond time scale. Ad-
ditionally, by probing the helical site U38, we determine that
TAR experiences significant interhelical motions even in the
solid state on an intermediate time scale, coincident with the
results of RDC measurements.2

Results

We probed motions of 5,6-2H-labeled uridine bases at three
positions in TAR RNA (U23, U25, and U38, Figure 1b) at high
levels of hydration to reproduce conditions observed in solu-
tion.18 The line shapes for all three sites clearly reveal modula-
tions by intermediate time scale (nanosecond-microsecond)
motions15 (Figure 2a). To identify the underlying atomic motions
and define their rates and amplitudes, we modeled dynamics at
each site by generating model trajectories; the procedure by
which these were obtained is described in detail in the Materials
and Methods. Briefly, for each site, modeling was performed
by hypothesizing that the motions that modulate the line shape
correspond to transitions between the two conformations
observed for these single-stranded nucleotides in free TAR, and

in the complex of TAR with peptide mimics of Tat protein.19,20

For U38, we assumed that this residue might experience helical
domain motions similar to those observed using RDCs.1,2 Once
initial trajectories were generated under these assumptions,
motional rates and amplitudes were defined by systematically
fitting the experimental line shapes and relaxation rates.

For all three nucleotides, we were able to obtain high-quality
fits to the line shapes (Figure 2a) and to the two independent
relaxation rates (Figure 2b) simultaneously. As described in the
Materials and Methods and presented graphically in Supporting
Information Figures S1-S3, the experimental data constrain the
parameters of the fit within very narrow boundaries because
multiple observables are fit simultaneously. Furthermore, be-
cause two deuterated sites per residue were monitored simul-
taneously, a model capable of producing a satisfactory fit to
the data must define a single trajectory for the base plane, which
simultaneously reproduces superposition line shape data, su-
perposition T1Z data, and superposition T1Q data arising from
two labeled sites. Therefore, while we cannot formally exclude
the possibility that other models may also describe the dynamic
processes presented here, the model trajectories we report
robustly satisfy multiple independent experimental observations.

Amplitudes and Rates of Motions for the Nonhelical
Bases. The spectroscopic data for U23 are well-modeled by a
large-amplitude (24°) intermediate-time scale (6.7 × 107 s-1)
hop of the base, in addition to a rapid (1010 s-1) small-amplitude
((11°) twisting of the base plane about the glycosidic bond
occurring at both ends of the hop (Figure 3a). This trajectory(17) Vold, R. R.; Vold, R. L. Deuterium Relaxation in Molecular Solids.
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Figure 1. (a) HIV-1 TAR changes conformation when Tat protein or small molecules bind to it, forming a structure conducive to binding of the protein and
activation of transcription. (b) Location of the three nucleotides whose motions were probed using solid-state NMR. U23 (teal) is critical for binding of Tat;
U25 (blue) is a single-stranded residue whose conformation changes considerably when tat binds; U38 (green) belongs to the upper helix and is base paired
with A27. Sites of deuterium labeling (the 5 and 6 base positions) are shown in red.

Figure 2. (a) Experimental deuterium solid-state NMR spectra of selectively 5,6 deuterated U23 (left), U25 (center), and U38 (right) in TAR RNA. The
curves through the experimental data represent best fits using the motional models and parameters described in the text; the line in the center of each
spectrum corresponds to the residual deuterium signal from the deuterium-depleted solvent water. (b) Experimental relaxation times (left side of each column)
are compared to those calculated using the motional models described in the text (right side of each column) for both T1z and T1Q.
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would correspond to transient unstacking of U23 from A22, as
observed in ligand-free TAR;6 it is also consistent with sampling
of positions near A27 and U38, the base-triple partners which
U23 must find to form the tat- and argininimide-bound
structures.19,21 The NMR data for U25 are well-modeled by a
30° jump at a rate of 6 × 107 s-1; such a motion is consistent
with an outward and downward rotation of the backbone away
from the intrahelical conformation observed in free TAR6 as it
is flipped out of the helix, as observed in bound TAR19 (Figure
3b). In addition, U25 experiences much slower, large-amplitude
twisting of the base (6 × 105 s-1; (40°). Extensive picosecond-
nanosecond motions were previously observed for this same
residue3 and for C24 immediately adjacent to it.4 However, the
large amplitude motions described here for both U23 and U25
occur at rates that make them undetectable to traditional
solution-state NMR relaxation experiments, as well as T1F
power-dependence4 experiments.

Amplitudes and Rates of Motions for the Helical U38
Base. The spectroscopic data for U38 are well described by a
combination of 13° twisting and 13° bending, corresponding to
a movement of the entire upper helix that carries the U38:A27
base pair, occurring at a rate of 1.4 × 106 s-1. In addition, we
observe small-amplitude local motions ((4°) at a much faster
rate of 2.2 × 108 s-1 (Figure 4). There was no evidence of
substantial fast (nanosecond-picosecond) motions in this residue
when solution relaxation data were analyzed,4 but these motions
are similar to the global motions of the upper helix observed
using RDCs.1,2 A model for the overall interhelical bending and
twisting motions of the TAR construct in the solid state cannot
be constructed on the basis of the motions of the upper helix
alone. However, due to the absence of an apical loop, the more
compact lower helix likely undergoes motions of amplitude
similar to or even larger than those we observe for the upper
helix. These combined helical motions in the solid samples will
correspond to significantly larger interhelical excursions, perhaps
comparable in amplitude to those obtained using RDCs under
solution conditions. Thus, while the amplitude we find for the
helical motion carrying the A27:U38 base pair is relatively
small, the motions we see are likely more representative of those
in solution than this would suggest.

Consistent with the global nature of the motions responsible
for the U38 line shape, the spectral signature of these slow
collective motions only becomes visible as hydration increases
to the point where sample conditions approach those observed
in solution;18 the more localized motions of U23 and U25 are
instead observed even at low hydration levels.18

Discussion

The essential functional dynamics of TAR RNA occur on a
time scale (nanosecond-microsecond) that is invisible to current
solution relaxation NMR techniques3,4 and that is also too fast
to be studied by relaxation dispersion.10 Thus, the motions we
have reported for U23 and U25 were never described before.
The helical domain motions we observe for U38 are analogous
to those previously described using RDCs,1,2 although possibly
of reduced amplitude. However, the RDC technique cannot
provide information on the rates of these motions; instead they
are only broadly and indirectly inferred by a process of
elimination when motions on other time scales are not observed.
In contrast, our approach yields both amplitudes and rates of
motion.

The sensitivity of the deuterium solid-state line shape to
anisotropic motions allows us to extract time-dependent trajec-
tories for atomic motions in TAR RNA and to quantitatively
characterize conformational exchange processes occurring on
a microsecond time scale. Conformational exchange has been
extensively characterized in proteins on the much slower time
window (millisecond) that is accessible via relaxation dispersion
experiments,9-11,13 but not at microsecond rates. The widespread
observation of extensive conformational rearrangement in RNA
recognition and function makes it highly probable that
nanosecond-microsecond conformational exchange will be
found in other RNAs. Similarly, there is emerging evidence14

that functional motion in proteins is also rich in the nanosec-
ond-microsecond time window. Solid-state NMR approaches
provide a bridge in covering RNA and protein dynamics22 by
providing atomic-level information on motions occurring in this
intermediate time window.

Our data strongly suggest the recruitment of Tat occurs by a
conformational capture mechanism (Figure 5), as was previously
suggested on the basis of data on the motions of the TAR
helices.2,23 In this picture, the protein does not need to alter the
conformation of TAR, but instead selects a conformation in
the RNA that is already substantially populated in its absence.
The motions we have identified in U23 and U25 are consistent
with the very motions that would connect the structure of TAR
in its ligand-free form6 to that observed in the presence of
peptide mimics of Tat proteins.7,20,21 This second structure is
essential to provide a binding site to recruit the Tat5 and cyclin
T1 regulatory proteins to TAR; thus these motions likely
underlie the functional rearrangements critical for transcription
and thus for HIV replication.8 The motions of U38 are thus
quite likely to be essential as well, because they correspond to
the helical domain motions allowing TAR to sample the
manifold of conformational states observed in its complexes
with small molecules and, in particular, with Tat.2 Global
reorientation of the upper helix, as monitored at U38, occurs
on a very similar time scale to the hopping of U23, suggesting
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Figure 3. (a) The motions of U23 (in teal with sites monitored by selective
deuteration in red) can be accurately modeled by a 24° jump linking the
conformation observed for this residue in the free structure of TAR6 (at
the bottom) to its position observed in the complex of TAR with peptides
derived from the tat protein (at the top);19 in addition to these large scale
motions, we observe much faster (11° rotations of the base with respect
to the sugar. (b) The motions of U25 (green with sites monitored by selective
deuteration in red) can be accurately modeled as a slow 30° outward jump
to generate the extrahelical conformation observed in many TAR complexes,
together with a slower (40° rotation about the glycosidic bond.
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that these motions may be correlated and, together, may create
the unique RNA structure required to recruit Tat protein to TAR.

Materials and Methods

Preparation of RNA Samples for Solid-State Investigation.
[5,6- 2H]-labeled uridine nucleotides for deuterium dynamics
experiments were prepared in house using well-established meth-
ods.24 Conversion of the deuterated uridine nucleotide to phos-
phoramidites for RNA synthesis was done by Dharmacon (Lafay-
ette, CO). RNA oligonucleotides were deprotected and desalted by
Dharmacon. Each sample was checked for homogeneity using
analytical denaturing polyacrylamide gel electrophoresis and was
used without further purification. The following three TAR RNA

29-mer constructs were used: 5′-GGCCAGA-2′FU-CUG(pS)AG-
CGAAAGC*UCUCUGGCC-3′ (“U38”), 5′-GGCCAGA*U-2′FC-
UG(pS)AGCGAAAGCUCUCUGGCC-3′ (“U23”), and 5′-GGC-
CAGA-2′FU-C*UG(pS)AGCGAAAGCUCUCUGGCC-3′ (“U25”).

Here, pS indicates a phosphorothioate label, -2′FU- or -2′FC-
indicates a 2′ fluorine substitution, and *U indicates a [5,6- 2H]
base-labeled uridine. Previous work has demonstrated that phos-
phorothioate and 2′-fluorine substitutions at those positions do not
perturb the structure of TAR.25-27 These labels were added to allow
us to verify the conformation of TAR RNA using REDOR
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25, 4758–4763.
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1999, 121, 6070–6071.
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Drobny, G. P. Nucleic Acids Res. 2005, 33, 3447–54.

Figure 4. (a) Residue U38 (green) is represented inside a pseudocylindrical plane (blue) representative of the upper helical domain of TAR, while the lower
pseudocylindrical plane (red) represents the lower helix. (b) The motions of U38 correspond to a 13° twist and 13° bend of the entire upper helix, in addition
to much faster (4° librational motions of the base.

Figure 5. (a) In the absence of ligands, the three residues in TAR experience a wide range of conformations (indicated by the clouds colored according to
Figure 1), which include the conformation observed in the complex with peptides derived from Tat protein. The two conformations of TAR are represented
as the two alternative structures of U23 (in teal) and U25 (green); the complex with a 37-mer peptide derived from Tat protein is shown in (b), emphasizing
the conformational capture mechanism of the Tat protein.
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methods.27 Although perturbations to the dynamics arising from
these modifications cannot be ruled out completely, the combination
of the high degree of structural similarity between wild-type and
substituted TAR, as well as our focus on base motions, suggest
that perturbations to the base dynamics by these substitutions are
not substantial.

NMR Sample Preparation. 5.70 µmol of the U38 oligonucle-
otide was dissolved in buffer (50 mM NaCl, 10 mM sodium
cacodylate, pH 5.5), then frozen using liquid nitrogen and lyoph-
ilized (final composition 10% NaCl, and 4.7% cacodylate respec-
tively, by weight upon lyophilization). To remove residual HDO
and D2O, samples were redissolved in deuterium-depleted water,
and then lyophilized 3-4 times. Each sample was then redissolved
a final time in deuterium-depleted water, annealed in a 90 °C water
bath for 5 min, allowed to cool to room temperature for 30 min,
and then frozen using liquid nitrogen. All samples were again
lyophilized extensively to remove residual water (∼80 mTorr, 7-15
days) before transfer to the NMR sample rotor. The dry sample
was packed into a 5 mm Kel-F sample chamber, and relyophilized
to remove water absorbed during sample packing.

Samples were hydrated to 16 waters per nucleotide in sealed
chambers over saturated salt solutions containing deuterium-
depleted water.28 Water addition to the samples was monitored
gravimetrically. Samples were then sealed and allowed to equilibrate
an additional week before use in NMR experiments. The hydration
levels were chosen after carefully conducting a thorough investiga-
tion of the line shape as a function of water content.18 Water
introduced to salted nucleic acid samples progressively populates
the grooves, bases, and backbone in a well-characterized fashion,
beginning with the phosphates and eventually reaching limiting local
hydration so that subsequent addition of water contributes primarily
to the surrounding water shells.29 At W ) 16, local hydration of
the nucleic acid backbone and bases is substantially complete.18,29-31

Following that hydration level, the solid-state NMR spectra display
much smaller changes indicative of relatively small changes in
dynamics between W ) 16 and the highest hydration we have
investigated, W ) 30.18

Samples for analysis of U23 (4.3 µmol) and U25 (6.6 µmol)
were prepared using the procedure described above, with different
sample sizes as indicated.

Solid-State NMR Experiments. All experiments were per-
formed at 11.7 T field (76.76 MHz deuterium resonance frequency),
using a home-built single-channel static deuterium probe. Pulses
were generated using an AMT (American Microwave Technologies)
M3446 (1 kW and 10-130 MHz) amplifier. Typical 90° pulse times
were 2.0-2.4 µs. All measurements were made at room temperature
(26 °C), with continuous application of 20 °C cooling air. 5 mm
kel-F sample rotors were made in-house. Dwell time for all
experiments was 0.2 µs. Recycle delay for all experiments was 1 s.

Deuterium line shapes were recorded using a quadrupole echo
pulse sequence32 (90°x-τ-90°y-τ-echo), where the second half
of the echo signal was acquired and Fourier-transformed following
left-shift of all time-domain data sets to their respective echo
maxima. Quadrupole echo experiments used eight-step phase
cycling, with an echo delay of 40 µs. Typical spectra resulted from
acquisition of 300 000-500 000 scans, collected as 80 000-scan
data sets, then coadded.

Spin-lattice relaxation times were determined using saturation-
recovery experiments. An initial train of five 90x pulses at 2 ms
intervals was used, followed by a variable relaxation delay and

quadrupole echo detection ((90°x)n-delay-90°x-τ-90°y-τ-
echo; n ) 5). Typical delay times for hydrated samples were 1,
100, 500, 1000, and 2000 ms.

T1Q relaxation times were determined using the broadband
Jeener-Broekaert pulse sequence,33,34 with eight-step phase cy-
cling. The pulse sequence used is as follows: 90-tau1-67-tau1-
45-tau2-45-[variable relaxation delay]-45-echo delay-90-
echo delay-acquisition. Typical delays were 5 µs (tau1), 2.5 µs
(tau2), and 1, 100, 500, 1000, and 2000 ms (variable relaxation
delay), with 40 µs echo delays.

Data Processing. Data processing was performed using in-house
written NMR processing software. Data acquisition was begun prior
to the echo maximum for all experiments, and all time-domain data
sets were left-shifted prior to Fourier Transformation. Line shape
spectra were multiplied with an exponential corresponding to 500
kHz line broadening. Relaxation data were analyzed using a
nonlinear least-squares fit to a single exponential decay to obtain
powder-averaged spin-lattice relaxation times.

Modeling RNA Dynamics. To construct the models, we make
the assumption that the motions are composed of independent
components, which can be represented using multi-axis models.
This permits a representation of the complex motions in which local
motions are represented by jumps of the principal axis system with
respect to an intermediate frame, while conformational exchange
jumps of the bulge residues or collective motions of the helix (which
would carry the U38:A27 pair) are treated by jumps of this
intermediate frame with respect to the crystal frame. Motions of
the C-D bond vector are then described by two successive
independent transformations, where one set of angles describes the
local motion and a second set describes the motions of the
intermediate frame, representing a conformational exchange motion
in each model.

Motional models for each site were constructed on the basis of
known structural constraints. Each base is confined to move within
a steric “box” defined by surrounding residues, which limit its
available motional space: U38 local motion, for example, is
restricted to positions between base pairs above and below the A27:
U38 pair; motions of this local jumping frame itself thus represent
motions of the upper helix. For bulge residues U23 and U25, the
picture is more complicated. These two residues reside in the single-
stranded bulge linking two helices, and thus both should be directly
dependent, both structurally and dynamically, on the motions of
the adjacent helices. This dependence should be transmitted by
fluctuations of the sugar-phosphate backbone, involving numerous
torsion angles. Motions for U23, however, must be sterically
bounded from below by A22 and from above by the upper helix;
thus we can treat motions of this site as delimited by its stacking
interactions atop A22 and base-pairing interactions with A27:U38
of the upper helix, while restricting lateral motion of the residue to
rotations of the bulge backbone. Therefore, to construct a model
for the conformational exchange motions of U23, we first extracted
coordinates for the C1′-N1 bond vector in bound and unbound
TAR (1ANR, 1ARJ), to define likely end points for conformational
exchange. Vectors representing the C1′-N1 bond axis were defined
with respect to a frame attached to the A27:U38 base pair for each
TAR conformation; these were then used to construct initial-guess
jump sites representing the conformational exchange motion.
Remarkably, refinement of this initial model to fit the observed
solid-state NMR data required a reduction in jump amplitude of
only 3°.

The motions of residue U25 are not nearly so well-defined, and
this is reflected in the models we report here. It has been shown
that U25 can be substituted by a short linker without significant
impairment of TAR function, suggesting that it functions largely
as a spacer residue. Solution NMR structures suggest that, while

(28) Weast, R. C. CRC Handbook of Chemistry and Physics, 60th ed.; CRC
Press: Boca Raton, FL, 1979; p E-46.

(29) Falk, M.; Hartman, K. A.; Lord, R. C. J. Am. Chem. Soc. 1962, 84,
3843–3846.

(30) Wang, A. C.; Kennedy, M. A.; Reid, D. R.; P., D. G. J. Magn. Reson.,
Ser. B 1994, 105, 1–10.

(31) Schurr, J. M.; Fujimoto, B. S.; Diaz, R.; Robinson, B. H. J. Magn.
Reson. 1999, 140, 404–431.

(32) Davis, J. H. Biophys. J. 1979, 27, 339–358.

(33) Wimperis, S.; Bodenhausen, G. Chem. Phys. Lett. 1986, 132, 194–
199.

(34) Hoatson, G. L. J. Magn. Reson. 1990, 94, 152–159.
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motions of this residue must be bounded from above by adjacent
residue G26 and laterally by the conformation of the adjacent bulge
backbone, it is not restrained by either stacking or base-pairing
interactions. Because the bulge is known to be extruded from
between the two helices during tat recognition, it would be expected
that motions of U25 would be relatively unrestricted and determined
largely by those of the local backbone alone.35 This is consistent
with the large-amplitude unrestrained motions we have used to
model the U25 data.

Angular excursions corresponding to structural transitions bounded
by those constraints were represented as site geometries and used
to construct multi-axis jump models. Line shape and T1Z simulations
were then performed using the programs MXET1,36 EXPRESS,37

and Turbopowder.38 Fitting of the model trajectories against the
experimental results was performed iteratively, by systematically
varying jump rates and trajectories (amplitudes of motions) in the
simulations until a satisfactory fit was obtained (examples are shown
in the Supporting Information).

To generate the corresponding T1Q values, model parameters were
input to correlation functions derived from the formalism of Torchia
and Szabo,39 specific to the motional model derived for each site.
Relaxation times corresponding to the resulting spectral densities
for each model were then obtained using the following relation-
ships:40,41

R1Z ) 1
T1Z

) 3π2

2 (e2qQ
h )2

[J(ωo) + 4J(2ωo)] (1)

R1Q ) 1
T1Q

) 9π2

2 (e2qQ
h )2

[J(ωo)] (2)

where ((e2qQ)/(h)) is the static quadrupolar coupling constant.
The requirement that candidate motional models fit the combined

relaxation and line shape data restricts possible motional models
drastically. Separately, relaxation or line shape data for each site
could typically be fit by more than one model; however, systematic
grid searches of the parameter space revealed that, for U38,

concatenated two-site jump models simultaneously consistent with
both the observed line shape and the relaxation data could be
restricted to a single motional model. For U23, we are able to
identify two models consistent with the data. In addition to the
model described above, a second model in which the motional rates
are approximately reversed can also reproduce the data. In such a
scenario, however, the rate of the conformational exchange motion
must be increased to 2.9 × 1010 s-1 (and the local twisting about
the glycosidic bond is slowed to 5.4 × 107 s-1). Given the large
amplitude of the deformations of the backbone required for
conformational exchange in TAR, such a rapid rate for this
component of the motion is physically implausible. Moreover, it
is also unlikely that the local motions within the respective potential
minima at each end of the exchange jump should be so slow.

While the fit for U25 is less satisfactory, as seen in Figure S3,
this model too is tightly constrained by the data. Given the lack of
restraints on the dynamics of this residue, and the resulting absence
of a well-defined potential landscape, definition of more finely
detailed motional trajectories than that which we provide here would
be difficult to support. Obtaining a full representation of the more
complicated motions undergone by U25 would likely require
incorporation of additional motional axes. Thus far, our attempts
to add a third dynamic axis have not produced improvement in the
fits for this residue.

The goodness of fit is shown by �2 plots for fits to the combined
T1Z and T1Q relaxation data for each of the three sites, as shown in
Supporting Information Figures S1-S3 for each of the three
residues. Figure S4 shows mean quadrupole echo amplitudes for
the three sites at 16 waters per nucleotide.
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